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Previous studies of infant cry acoustics and their perceptual significance have remained inconclusive
as to the graded nature of cry production and perception and to the exact role and importance of
particular acoustic features. In this study, a set of infant cries were digitally analyzed and
resynthesized to form natural-sounding cries with varying fundamental frequency (F0), degrees of
jitter ~period to period variations inF0!, and rise time~time for F0 to reach its maximum value!. In
a perceptual rating task, higher-F0 cries as well as cries with larger amounts of jitter tended to be
given more negative ratings than were lower-F0 cries and cries with less jitter, respectively. The
perceptual ratings of the rise time manipulations were inconclusive. This study demonstrated a
perceptual effect ofF0 and jitter independently of other parameters, consistent with current notions
of infant cry gradedness. It was also shown that digital signal processing techniques can be fruitfully
applied to infant cry research. ©1997 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~97!05311-3#

PACS numbers: 43.71.Bp, 43.66.Lj, 43.71.Ft, 43.72.Ja@WS#
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INTRODUCTION

The infant cry is a signal of considerable communicat
and adaptive value. It is an effective means of convey
information about the infant’s state even in the absence
visual contact: Differences in the sound alone can lead
differences in listeners’ perception of the needs or state
the crying infant. It has been a subject of debate for a lo
time whether the perceptually salient acoustic differences
fect caretakers’ responses in a graded or discrete natur
perhaps a combination of the two. In other words, do gra
differences in infant cry signals along acoustic continua c
vey to caretakers graded information about an infant’s s
and needs, or do cries fall into functional categories w
distinct constellations of acoustic features? This study w
undertaken to determine the extent to which a few actu
graded acoustic features function in a perceptually gra
manner.

Many acoustic features have been examined as ca
dates for conveying information about the infant’s state,
cluding fundamental frequency of phonation (F0), duration,
and spectral characteristics of the cry. Cries with hig
mean or maximumF0 have been found to sound more ave
sive on a number of different perceptual scales~e.g., Zeskind
and Marshall, 1988! and to ‘‘elicit less optimal responses
~Frodi and Senchak, 1990!. The formant structure of the crie
~Johnston and O’Shaughnessy, 1988!, the segmental duration
or ‘‘tempo’’ ~Tsukamoto and Tohkura, 1992!, and the dura-
tion of pauses and expiratory sounds~Zeskindet al., 1992;
Bryan and Newman, 1988! have also been found to affec
perceptual ratings. Boukydis~1985! has provided a review o
earlier findings.

Consistent with current notions of infant crying as
graded signal~Zeskind et al., 1985; Zeskindet al., 1993;

a!Present address: Scientific Learning Corp., 1995 University Ave., Ste.
Berkeley, CA 94704-1074; Electronic mail: protopap@scilearn.com
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Gustafson and Harris, 1990!, Porteret al. ~1986! found that
durational as well asF0-related characteristics are correlat
with the severity of the procedure that the infant was und
going at the time and that adult listeners were able to c
rectly assess the urgency of a cry. In addition, acoustic
tures have been found to correlate with situationally defin
cry ‘‘types,’’ which presumably reflect the infant’s state. F
example, Fuller and Horii~1986, 1988! found that theF0 and
the energy distribution~tenseness! of cries differs between
‘‘pain-induced’’ and ‘‘fussy’’ or ‘‘hungry’’ cries.

The notion of gradedness is not incompatible with t
use of situationally defined cry types. Cries within a categ
~type! may vary acoustically and perceptually along contin
ous scales. Furthermore, sets of cries with similar acousti
perceptual characteristics may be taken to constitute a
‘‘type,’’ if, for example, they occur in similar eliciting con-
ditions. Thus ‘‘cry types’’ may refer to clusters of crie
around particular points on graded acoustic or percep
continua. Wolff~1969!, for example, defined the ‘‘mad’’ cry
as a variation of the basic pattern of ‘‘hunger’’ cry and al
noted that ‘‘pain’’ cries settle down to the same basic rhy
mical pattern. The notion of gradedness clearly under
Wolff’s observations even though situationally defined c
types are named.

Listeners can identify the cause of a cry, although not
accurately as they can assess its urgency~e.g., Gustafson and
Harris, 1990; Papousˇek, 1989!. It is not clear, however, how
each acoustic feature affects listeners’ perception of the
and which features, singly or in combination, are the m
salient components for perception. TheF0 , for example, is
generally considered to be a perceptually salient feature
infant crying. However, its precise role and significance
main to be determined. The correlations betweenF0 and
perceptual ratings found by Zeskind and Marshall~1988!,
Zeskind and Collins~1987!, and others cannot be interprete
with confidence because the acoustic context~i.e., the overall
‘‘quality’’ of the cries! may covary withF0 .

0,
37232(6)/3723/12/$10.00 © 1997 Acoustical Society of America
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Gustafson and Green~1989! did not find any significant
correlations betweenF0 measures and perceptual ratings b
noted that ‘‘some of the correlations...@were# of a magnitude
that would yield statistical significance with a larg
sample’’ ~p. 778!. Based on strong correlations found b
tween the perceptual ratings and other acoustic meas
such as cry duration, amount of dysphonation, and energ
low and high frequencies, they suggested that variation
F0 may not be very important to cry ratings when the ran
of variation inF0 is small. It is thus necessary to investiga
small systematic variations inF0 in a controlled acoustic
context, as was done in the present study.

Studies that are based on acoustic analyses of na
cries and the correlation of their acoustic features with eit
perceptual ratings or physiological measures suffer from l
of controlled acoustic conditions, because the effects
single acoustic parameters~and of two or more parameter
together! cannot be isolated and identified in natural crie
Given the nature of the infants’ cry production system, it
certain that many closely coupled parts are interacting w
a cry is produced, and that the resulting sound is affecte
many ways by single events. For example, increased ten
of the laryngeal muscles stiffens the vocal folds, thus res
ing in more energy in higher frequencies~affecting timbre!
and in higherF0 ~affecting pitch!. It is therefore impossible
in principle to completely separate acoustic features and t
consequent perceptual effects in natural cries.

Studying the effects of specific features, individua
and together, is the only way to identify the acoustic char
teristics and their combinations that have perceptual eff
as well as to determine whether and under which circu
stances cries may be perceived as acoustic gestalts, i.e.,
perceptual properties not directly attributable to their in
vidual acoustic components. One way to accomplish
goal is to perform experiments with cries that are identica
one another in all respects but the single acoustic featur
interest. In order to create a set of stimuli that meet t
condition, signal processing techniques must be used to
a particular acoustic feature in a controlled way, while ho
ing other features constant as much as possible. This wa
feasible until recently, because of the technical demand
such a process.

Recognizing the merit of such an approach, Okadaet al.
~1987! used partially altered stimuli to investigate the pe
ceptual effects of the ratio of voiced phonation to unvoic
phonation. More recently, Bispinget al. ~1990! created re-
synthesized cries to control theF0 and the melodic structure
of the cry using an interpolation technique that scaled theF0

and formant frequencies without affecting duration.~Some
important methodological concerns regarding the latter st
are discussed in the introduction to experiment 1 belo!
Along the same lines, Zeskindet al. ~1992! investigated the
perceptual effects of variations in the temporal structure
cry bouts by digitally altering the duration of pauses a
expiratory sounds.

It is becoming obvious that we need to retest the imp
tant findings from earlier studies using acoustically co
trolled procedures. In this study we used the linear predic
coding ~LPC! method to decompose infant cries into sets
3724 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997 A.
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parameters, which could be independently manipulated
then used to resynthesize artificial cries with precisely c
trolled acoustic differences inF0-related parameters. LPC i
a well-tested and widely applied method in speech resea
whose behavior and requirements are well understood.
though far from perfect, for reasons discussed in the fi
section, LPC can be fruitfully applied to infant cry resear
if care is taken in the selection of processing parameters
in the kinds and ranges of acoustic modifications that
applied.

Besides average pitch, the amount of short-time fluct
tion of F0 , referred to as ‘‘jitter,’’ is an important acousti
characteristic of infant crying. Jitter is always present
adult speech~Lieberman, 1961! and has been found to b
linked to ‘‘stressor-provoked anxiety’’~Fuller et al., 1992!
and to the emotional condition of the speaker~Lieberman
and Michaels, 1962!. It is perceptible in artificial signals
even in small amounts~Pollack, 1968; Rosenberg, 1966!,
and it is of potential diagnostic value in cases of laryng
pathologies in adults~Lieberman, 1963; Perkins, 1985; J
cobson, 1994! and in infants~Hirschberg, 1990!, as well as
in cases of central nervous system disorders in infa
~Mende et al., 1990; Lüdge and Rothga¨nger, 1990!. Fuller
and Horii ~1986! did not find any differences in amount o
jitter between ‘‘different types of infant vocalizations’’ an
considered jitter an ‘‘inaudible variable.’’ Fitchet al. ~1992!,
however, found a correlation between the intensity of
cry-eliciting stimulus and jitter, perhaps due to a more a
propriate analysis and higher temporal resolution@see Titze
et al. ~1987! for a discussion of temporal accuracy requir
ments in jitter measurements#. If jitter is indeed reliably cor-
related with the infant’s level of stress, it is reasonable
assume that adult listeners might make use of it in th
judgments about infant cries.

We were also interested in the perceptual significance
the time from the onset of phonation until the pitch reach
its maximal value, known with regard to infant cries as ri
time, in that it appears to be strongly correlated with t
infants’ level of distress. For example, Wasz-Ho¨ckert et al.
~1968! reported that a falling-melody form was characteris
of pain cries, and a rising–falling melody form was chara
teristic of hunger cries, which are presumably less avers
at least at the beginning of the cry episode~Zeskindet al.,
1985; Rothga¨ngeret al., 1990!. Given that a cry rarely starts
off at its maximum pitch, usually taking some time to rea
it, a ‘‘falling melody’’ should be interpreted as rapidly risin
at first ~i.e., having a short rise time! and then gradually
falling. Therefore, it seems reasonable to expect that c
with faster rise times correspond to higher levels of arou
Porteret al. ~1986! provided strong support for this associ
tion in their study of cries from infants undergoing circum
cision. Specifically, they found that moderately invasive p
cedures evoked rising–falling pitch pattern cries, wher
invasive surgical steps elicited cries ‘‘with pitch rapidly ri
ing to high frequencies at the onset of voicing.’’ Rise time
thus in a similar state asF0 in that its perceptual correlates
as identified in past studies, need to be rigorously inve
gated in controlled acoustic contexts.

A major contribution of the study of Porteret al. ~1986!
3724Protopapas and P. Eimas: Acoustics and infant cry perception
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was that it provided clear evidence for the gradedness
infant crying, in both production and perceptual terms. Th
showed that the physical discomfort caused by the surg
procedures gradually affected acoustic characteristics
that these graded acoustic differences gave rise to gra
perceptual differences. The issue of gradedness is a com
one, and many different lines of evidence are necessary
fore an appropriate definition of the term ‘‘graded’’ can
given. For the purposes of the present study the notion
gradedness is understood as follows: There is at least
continuum of discomfort that underlies the continua
acoustic features that can be perceived and ranked in a
tinuous manner along a number of perceptual scales.
study was designed to investigate whether this notion
gradedness applies to infant cry perception, addressing
perceptual role of gradations in individual acoustic featur
The features that were investigated included fundame
frequency (F0), whose precise role has remained controv
sial after much studying, jitter, whose role has yet to
explored but is potentially very significant, and rise tim
which is so hard to ignore in a cry and yet remains relativ
unresearched.

I. CONSTRUCTION OF STIMULI

Because of time constraints on the duration of exp
mental sessions, we could not use a large number of na
cries. As a consequence, in order to assess the general
our method and perceptual findings, it was necessary to
lect a small but diverse set of cries for manipulation. We th
selected eight cries~individual cry expirations! from a set of
81 for their perceptual diversity, as indicated by a previo
pilot experiment, and for their recorded quality and typical
of basic acoustic parameters. All cries were recorded wit
cassette recorder from healthy, full-term infants at a hosp
when they were between three and four weeks old. Crie
through 4 were spontaneous vocalizations of the infants p
to a medical examination. Cries 5 through 8 were elicited
the removal of a cardiac electrode, a moderately pain
stimulus. Each cry that we used was produced by a diffe
infant. Some acoustical characteristics of the eight cries
listed in Table I.

To create the resynthesized cry stimuli, each natural
was low-pass filtered at 9.8 kHz, digitized at 12 bits w
20-kHz sampling rate,1 upsampled to 80 kHz with quadrati
interpolation for increased temporal resolution, and p

TABLE I. Summary of cry characteristics of the eight natural cries t
were analyzed and resynthesized.

Cry
MeanF0

~Hz!
Max F0

~Hz!
Duration

~ms!
Risetime

~ms!
Risetime

~%!

1 435 500 907 505 56
2 425 476 1061 337 32
3 517 541 560 171 31
4 429 488 1983 558 28
5 455 500 2278 202 9
6 473 540 1673 232 14
7 579 625 996 272 27
8 596 667 1842 242 13
3725 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997 A.
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cessed by means of a fortieth-order linear predictive cod
~LPC! analysis using the autocorrelation method w
Durbin’s recursive algorithm for solving the LPC equatio
~Rabiner and Schafer, 1978, p. 411! on 10-ms frames with
50% overlap. A pitch tracking program estimated the pitc2

at 20-ms intervals using an autocorrelation-based algori
after low-pass filtering at 800 Hz using an odd-length ze
phase FIR filter. The pitch estimates were visually inspec
against the plotted waveform and any erroneous values w
manually adjusted. The LPC reflection~PARCOR! coeffi-
cients and pitch values were stored to be independently
nipulated and then used by the synthesis program. Synth
was done by direct implementation of the recursive LP
filter, driven by impulses scaled by the LPC residual ener
The PARCOR coefficients and the pitch and gain parame
were updated at the beginning of each pitch period by lo
rithmically interpolating their stored values. The final resy
thesized cries were passed through a 89-tap low-pass
filter with a cutoff frequency of 9.5 kHz and were down
sampled to 20 kHz before being presented to the subjec

There were four types of acoustic manipulation, hen
forth termed ‘‘manipulation conditions.’’ In the first, terme
simply ‘‘pitch’’, each cry was resynthesized with each pitc
period scaled by a constant factor throughout the cry. Th
were five levels of pitch manipulation, with pitch period
equal to 90%, 95%, 100%, 105%, and 110% relative to th
of the original cry.3 The resynthesized cry with pitch period
equal to those of the original cry~scale value 100%! and the
minimum amount of jitter is termed the ‘‘neutral’’ cry.

In the second manipulation condition, termed ‘‘jitter,
cries were resynthesized with pitch periods initially equal
those of the original cry~i.e., no scaling!, but with increasing
amounts of jitter across cries. Jitter was added by introduc
random perturbations to the pitch estimates. There were t
levels of jitter manipulation, with perturbation range
645ms, 670ms, and690ms. The neutral cry was treate
as a fourth ~baseline! level of jitter manipulation in the
analysis.

The remaining two manipulation conditions involve
shifting the point when the cry reached its maximum pitc
One can define that time either relative to the length of
entire cry~as a percentage! or as an absolute amount of tim
~in ms!. We implemented both in order to investigate whi
would provide a better predictor of the perceptual diffe
ences. They were termed ‘‘risetime-P’’ and ‘‘risetime-T,
respectively. There were three levels of rise time manipu
tion in each of the two conditions: In risetime-P the peak w
set at the point of 10%, 25%, and 50% of the length of
cry. In risetime-T the peak was set at 100, 250, and 500
from the onset of phonation. In order to shift the max-F0

point, the LPC, pitch, and energy parameters were inter
lated differentially around the originalF0 peak, thus
‘‘stretching’’ time on one side and ‘‘squeezing’’ it on th
other.

The range of manipulation was always well within th
normal range for all the parameters we altered. In this m
ner the acoustic changes could be treated as gradual an
as changing the quality of the cry. In particular,F0 variations
were kept small, so that the claim of Gustafson and Gr

t

3725Protopapas and P. Eimas: Acoustics and infant cry perception
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~1989! could be directly addressed and evaluated. Moreo
jitter variation was not so large as to create cries that wo
sound ‘‘dysphonated.’’ Our belief is that testing with mo
extreme parameter values might have produced results d
cult to interpret if the perceived cries were qualitatively r
moved from the ends of their graded nature.

II. EXPERIMENT 1

Before conducting the main experiment, it was nec
sary to test the resynthesized stimuli for naturalness. I
sense, this is more of a pretest for experiment 2 than
independent experiment. However, there are two reason
present it independently. First, it is of interest with respec
the methodology whether our method of creating resynt
sized stimuli results in tokens natural enough to be useful
perceptual experiments. A thorough investigation of the p
ceptual properties of our stimuli will be of use to research
in search for a good method with which to acoustica
modify infant cries. Second, we deemed appropriate to
phasize the issue of stimulus naturalness because it has
overlooked in previous research, leading to perceptual fi
ings whose interpretation is unclear.

Previous studies using acoustically altered cries have
directly addressed the question of the ‘‘naturalness’’ of
stimuli. Certainly, the experimenters have found the res
thesized cries to sound natural, but it is not clear whet
naive listeners could have detected aspects of the stimuli
did not quite sound natural. The study of Bispinget al.
~1990!, where the spectral envelope, and thus the forma
was scaled along withF0, illustrates the point. It is well
known thatF0 may vary considerably, because it is main
the result of the interactions of subglottal pressure and la
geal muscular tension. In contrast, the range of formant
quencies is determined by the size and flexibility of the vo
tract and it is quite restricted for very young infants, who
larynges have not yet descended to their mature posit
~Lieberman, 1980, 1985!. Halving or doubling the forman
frequencies of an infant cry is effectively similar acoustica
to doubling or halving, respectively, the length of the infan
vocal tract and the resulting cries may sound unnatu
Moreover, such dramatic alterations ofF0 may cause differ-
ent interpretations of the cries if, for example, they sound
if produced by abnormal infants or if they change the p
ceived mode of phonation~e.g., from phonated to hyperpho
nated!. Unfortunately, Bispinget al. ~1990! did not discuss
these issues.

In our view, caution must be used in interpreting resu
where naturalness was not directly measured. To cou
possible concerns of this kind regarding our experimen
we conducted the present experiment to justify the use of
computer-generated cries. Subjects were asked to de
whether each stimulus was natural or synthetic. Given
adequate procedure for cry generation, we expected to fi
lack of discriminability between natural and synthetic crie

A. Method

1. Subjects

The subjects were 11 graduate students~6 women and 5
men! at Brown University, ranging in age from 23 to 3
3726 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997 A.
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years, who volunteered their participation. Five of t
women reported having experience in childcare. One m
was the father of a 2-year-old.

2. Stimuli

There were two sets of stimuli in this experiment, a s
of natural cries and a set of resynthesized cries. We use
8 natural cries that had been analyzed and 6 resynthes
variants of each natural cry~for a total of 48 different resyn-
thesized cries!. Each natural cry was presented 3 times~in
random positions! in each session, making for a total of 2
natural cry trials, in order to bring the number of natural cr
closer to that of the synthetic cries (n548).

Besides time constraints, the number of resynthesi
cries used in this experiment had to be kept small because
did not want to bias our subjects by using a large numbe
resynthesized cries and only eight natural cries. The same
variants were chosen from each of the eight series: The n
tral ~baseline jitter and 100% pitch!, the maximum jitter
(690ms), the minimum and maximum pitch~90% and
110%!, and the slowest and fastest rise time~50% and 100
ms!. These covered the entire range of manipulations and
testing with the most extreme levels we believed we w
more likely to include sounds that might be judged to sou
artificial. If these cries were found to sound natural, we co
safely conclude that the remaining cries, being the produ
of less extreme acoustic manipulations, would also so
natural.

3. Procedure

Subjects listened to one cry at a time and were aske
decide whether it was a natural or synthetic cry~forced
choice task!. The cries were played over a loudspeaker a
the subjects responded by pressing a button on a resp
box. The entire set of stimuli was presented twice in differe
random orders, making for a total of 144 trials administer
in each session, including 48 natural and 96 synthetic. S
jects had 3 s torespond and the next stimulus occurred 3
after the response.

B. Results and discussion

The total number of responses in each condition
shown in Table II. Twenty responses~1.3%, including 14 in
natural trials and 6 in synthetic trials! were not recorded
because of response times greater than 3 s. From the per
ages of hits and false alarms we computed for each cry ad8
score, which is az-score discrimination index not affected b
response biases~Macmillan and Creelman, 1991!. When the

TABLE II. Frequencies and percentages of responses for natural and
thetic stimuli in experiment 1.

Stimulus

Response

Natural Synthetic

N % N %

Natural 282 55 232 45
Synthetic 448 43 602 57
3726Protopapas and P. Eimas: Acoustics and infant cry perception
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distributions underlying the subjects’ responses are nor
and their variances equal, thed8 score is the distance be
tween the distribution means of the two stimulus categor
expressed in standard deviation units. For each resynthes
cry only the responses to the corresponding natural cry w
used in the calculation of thed8 score.

The individuald8 scores for each cry ranged betwe
20.47 and 1.20. There were four cries with an individuald8
greater than 1.00, and seven withd8 between 0.75 and 1.00
Of these 11 cries 5 were in one cry series, that of cry
Consequently, all stimuli from the cry 6 series were exclud
from further experiments. Although there remained one
with a d851.03, we chose to include it in experiment
because the amount by which itsd8 score exceeded a com
monly accepted cutoff point of discriminability~1.0! was not
large enough to justify rejection of this whole series of cr
in our view. It was not feasible to discard only that particu
stimulus, because the design of experiment 2 required
cries and levels be completely crossed. The 42 remain
synthetic cries were not nearly discriminable from the na
ral ones~d8 well below 0.75, with six exceptions betwee
0.76 and 1.03!.

The individual d8 scores for each subject~including
each subject’s responses to all cries! ranged from20.22 to
1.02, indicating that large differences exist between indivi
als in what is taken to sound like a ‘‘natural’’ infant cry
Interestingly, it was the two males with the least experien
with infants that discriminated best between the natural
resynthesized cries~d8 scores of 1.02 and 0.94!, whereas the
two females who reported a lot of experience in babysitt
and the one subject who was a father showed very p
discrimination~d8 scores between 0.23 and 0.30!. This ex-
periment was not designed to investigate differences rel
to experience with natural infant cries and interpretation
post hocobservations is of questionable validity. This ind
vidual variation notwithstanding, we conclude that o
stimuli retained the most important acoustic properties
baby cries, since they sounded natural to the experien
subjects.

In summary, the results indicated that subjects were
able to discriminate reliably between the natural and the s
thetic cries. All subjects reported that they found the ta
extremely difficult and none were confident about their
sponses. They said that almost all cries sounded more or
natural. On the basis of these results, we concluded that
possible to synthesize artificial infant cries that sound nat
using the LPC method. Although some cries might pres
problems, perhaps due to undesirable interactions betw
formant frequencies and the fundamental and to spec
properties that LPC cannot always handle appropriately~e.g.,
nasality!, our results justify the use of synthetic cries in c
perception experiments and allow experimental conclusi
to be extended to natural cry perception.

III. EXPERIMENT 2

The purpose of this experiment was to assess the per
tual effects of small variations in fundamental frequen
jitter, and rise time. In accord with earlier findings, we e
pected that higher fundamental frequencies would lead
3727 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997 A.
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higher ‘‘negative’’ ratings of the cries. We also expect
higher negative ratings for cries with more jitter and for cri
with shorter rise times.

The subjects were asked to rate the cries on four sev
point perceptual scales, called ‘‘urgency,’’ ‘‘distress,
‘‘health,’’ and ‘‘feeling.’’ In the past, some researchers ha
used as many as fifty scales~e.g., Brennan and Kirkland
1982!; however, Zeskind and Marshall~1988! and Gustafson
and Green~1989! showed that almost all those scales a
highly interrelated. Zeskind and Lester~1978! suggested tha
there is a basic dimension of ‘‘aversiveness,’’ along whi
most cries differentiate, and an extra dimension of ‘‘sic
ness’’ or ‘‘abnormality,’’ which has an effect only with spe
cial cases of cries. We thus selected the four scales tha
believed cover the spectrum of salient perceptual featu
namely, severity or urgency, the inferred emotional state
the infant~distress!, the possible abnormal aspect of the c
~health!, and the aversive character of the cry~feeling!.

A. Method

1. Subjects

The subjects were 20 undergraduate students at Br
University, including 8 men and 12 women ranging in a
from 19 to 23, and were paid for their participation. None
the subjects were parents, but three of the men and eigh
the women reported some experience in childcare~babysit-
ting!.

2. Stimuli

The total number of stimuli in this experiment was 10
98 of which were resynthesized and 7 were natural cries.
14 synthetic versions of each of the 7 remaining natural c
were used, i.e., there was a neutral version, 4 with alte
pitch and baseline jitter, 3 with increased amounts of jitt
and 6 with altered rise time~3 by absolute time and 3 by
proportion!. The seven natural cries that had been origina
analyzed were used in order for their ratings to be compa
with those of the corresponding resynthesized cries. The
ings of the natural cries were excluded from the analyses
acoustic manipulation effects and were only used to mea
the level of perceptual overlap between them and the res
thesized cries.

3. Procedure

Subjects heard one cry per trial and responded by pr
ing one of seven buttons arranged along an arc on a spec
designed response box. The responses were automati
recorded in an IBM AT computer. Each stimulus was p
sented twice during each rating session and the mean o
two responses was used for the analysis. The order of
stimuli was randomized before each rating session. Subj
had 3 s torespond and the next stimulus occurred 2 s after
the response.

The instructions given to the subjects were to rate
cries on a scale from one to seven according to how urg
they sounded, how distressing they sounded, how sick
infant sounded, and how angry or sad the cry made th
feel; the endpoints of the scales were anchored by the w
3727Protopapas and P. Eimas: Acoustics and infant cry perception
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‘‘most’’ and ‘‘least’’ before the words ‘‘urgent,’’ ‘‘distress-
ing,’’ ‘‘sick,’’ and ‘‘feeling angry or sad,’’ respectively, and
were indicated next to the endpoint buttons throughout e
rating session.

The stimuli were presented over a single loudspea
positioned to face the subject directly. The sound level w
adjusted to a comfortable level and remained unchan
throughout the experiment. Each subject rated all cries
one scale before proceeding to the next scale. This way
terference between rating scales was minimized and, im
tantly, subjects did not have to remember the cry for a lo
time while indicating their responses to several rating sca
The presentation order of the four scales and the direc
~polarity! of the rating scale were balanced across subje
using a latin square design. The experiment was divided
two parts, each lasting about one half hour.

B. Results

In order to compare the ratings of the natural cries
those of the resynthesized ones across the 20 listeners
calculated for each of the 4 rating scales the correlation
efficient between the mean ratings of the neutral resyn
sized cries and the mean ratings of the corresponding na
cries, which were included for just this purpose. Table
shows the resulting correlation coefficients and linear reg
sion slopes. Although the neutral cries may not always be
closest to the natural ones,4 either acoustically or perceptu
ally, and the analysis–synthesis procedure tended to decr
the perceptual range slightly, across subjects the order o
neutral cries, as given by the perceptual ratings, was alw
the same as the order of the natural cries and there wa
fact a very close correspondence between the ratings o
natural and the neutral stimuli in all conditions.

The effects of the four manipulation conditions in th
four rating scales are shown in Fig. 1. In brief, scale ratin
tend to increase, i.e., become more negative, asF0 increases
and as the amount of jitter increases, in agreement with
tial expectations. Effects of the two rise time manipulatio
were very small, although risetime-P followed the expec
pattern, i.e., toward lower~less negative! ratings for longer
rise times. Risetime-T only followed the pattern for the tw
shorter rising times, and that was not the case for the he
ratings.

Two-way, within-subjects analyses of variance we
performed, separately for each of the four rating scales
for each of the four manipulation conditions. The two fa
tors, treated as fixed-effects variables, were cry item~the
seven natural cries on which the resynthesized cries w

TABLE III. Correlation of ratings of natural cries with ratings of corre
sponding neutral resynthesized cries and slope of linear regression. All
relations are significant top,0.0001.

Rating
scale

Correlation
coefficient

Linear regression
slope

Urgency 0.994 0.890
Distress 0.981 0.887
Health 0.992 0.951
Feeling 0.991 0.879
3728 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997 A.
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based, henceforth termed plainly ‘‘cry’’! and manipulation
level of the acoustic variable~five levels for pitch, four for
jitter, and three for each of the risetime conditions!. Thus for
each of the four rating scales we performed four ANOVA
Cry~7!3Pitch~5!, Cry~7!3Jitter~4!, Cry~7!3Risetime-P~3!,
and Cry~7!3Risetime-T~3!.5

The effect of pitch was significant for each rating sca
at the 0.005 level or less, and the effect of jitter was sign
cant for all rating scales except urgency at the 0.04 leve
less. The exactF and p values are shown in Table IV, a
calculated with the Huynh–Feldt method for adjusting t

degrees of freedom according to the«̃ estimate of the popu-
lation treatment-difference variances~Maxwell and Delaney,
1990, p. 477!. The adjusted degrees of freedom are fractio
because there is no need to round them to the closest inte
given the use of computer programs to calculate the ex
probability of occurrence for anyF value with any possible
adjusted degrees of freedom. Risetime-P never had a sig
cant effect, whereas risetime-T produced significant effe
but only for the ratings of distres
@F(2.0,38.0)53.33, p50.047# and feeling @F(2.0,38.0)
56.73, p50.003#. There was always a significant effect o
cry at the 0.0001 level for all manipulation conditions a
rating scales, which shows that our selection of cries w
diverse, as intended.

There was also, in three cases, a significant interac
of cry with pitch @urgency:F(17.0,323.7)52.27, p50.003;
distress: F(17.0,323.8)52.10, p50.007; feeling:
F(16.8,318.2)52.37, p50.002#, and, in two cases, of cry
with rise time @risetime-P, health:F(11.9,225.5)52.14, p
50.016; risetime-T, urgency:F(11.4,216.2)51.89, p
50.040#. These findings indicate that the effects of the pit
and rise time manipulations depended on the original ch
acteristics of each cry and thus were not uniform across
cries. The interaction of cry with pitch is illustrated in Fig.
which shows the effects of pitch on each cry in the distr
condition. It is clear that the effect of changingF0 is not the
same for all cries but, except for cry 2, it is more pronounc
and more in line with expectations for cries that received
highest overall ratings, i.e., the ‘‘pain cries.’’ Note also th
rating consistency between subjects, evidenced by the s
standard errors, and the use of the entire rating scale, i
cating that our stimuli covered an extensive perceptual ran

In order to further investigate the effect of the pitc
manipulation and its interaction with cry we performed
trend analysis on the ratings for each rating scale. In all f
rating scales there was a significant linear trend in the rati
with higher, i.e., more negative, ratings with higher pit
levels @urgency: F(1,19)542.76, p,0.0001; distress:
F(1,19)567.10, p,0.0001; health: F(1,19)511.84, p
50.0027; feeling:F(1,19)555.00,p,0.0001#. This linear
trend interacted significantly with cry in all but the heal
ratings @urgency: F(6,114)56.72, p,0.0001; distress:
F(6,114)54.65, p50.0003; feeling:F(4.85,92.15)55.41,
p50.0002#, indicating that the slopes of the rating curv
were different for different cries. Linear analyses were p
formed for each cry separately, whereby the effects of pi
were found to be significantly linear~after the Bonferonni
adjustment forpost hoccontrasts! for the urgency ratings of

r-
3728Protopapas and P. Eimas: Acoustics and infant cry perception



FIG. 1. Variation of ratings~averaged across cries! with level of acoustic manipulation in experiment 2 in all four rating scales.~a! Pitch ~relative to original
pitch of natural cry!; ~b! jitter ~pitch period perturbation range!; ~c! risetime-P~cry portion before maximum pitch!; and ~d! risetime-T~time length before
maximum pitch!. The rating scale was always from 1 to 7, with 7 corresponding to the ‘‘negative,’’ i.e., most aversive, end of each scale.
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cries 2, 5, 7, and 8, the distress ratings of cries 2, 5, an
and the feeling ratings of cries 4, 5, 7, and 8. Analysis of
health ratings was not performed for each cry separa
since we found no significant interaction of the linear tre
of health ratings with cry@F(6,114)51.14, p50.3410#. In
other words, the effects of the pitch manipulation vary w

TABLE IV. Results of the significance tests for the main effects of acou
manipulations of pitch and jitter in experiment 2~with Huynh–Feldt adjust-
ment!.

Acoustic
manipulation

Rating
scale

Fixed-effects analysis

F adj. d f p

Pitch Urgency 19.67 3.7,69.7 ,0.0001
Distress 15.94 4.0,76.0 ,0.0001
Health 4.87 3.5,66.6 0.0026
Feeling 18.30 4.0,76.0 ,0.0001

Jitter Urgency 1.21 2.5,46.7 0.3134
Distress 7.88 2.6,50.2 0.0004
Health 4.14 2.5,47.6 0.0152
Feeling 3.14 2.9,55.2 0.0337
3729 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997 A.
8,
e
ly

cry and with rating scale. It appears that the cries that
ceived the highest overall ratings, in particular the pain cr
tended to be more affected, but not without exceptions.

It is not surprising that the ratings to the pain cries~cries
5, 7, and 8! were higher than the ratings to the spontaneo
cries ~cries 1 through 4!. Examination of Fig. 2 and Table
reveals that three of the four cries that received the high
overall ratings were the ones with the longest absolute d
tion ~cries 5, 4, and 8, in order of decreasing duration!. Two
of these were also the cries for which the pitch manipulat
always resulted in significant perceptual differences~cries 5
and 8!. Since the duration factor was not explicitly manip
lated or controlled for in the design of this experiment, it
not possible to draw any conclusions regarding possible
ceptual effects of duration or of an interaction between
ration andF0 . It is plausible that pitch differences in longe
cries are perceptually more salient than comparable pitch
ferences in shorter cries~cf. Tsukamoto and Tohkura, 1990
on increased category identification rates with longer crie!.
Because there are many covarying factors in natural in
cries it is impossible to control simultaneously for more th

c

3729Protopapas and P. Eimas: Acoustics and infant cry perception
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one or two of them. Another study is needed to investig
the effects of duration manipulations.

There was no significant interaction of cry with jitter
any of the rating scales, indicating that the perceptual effe
of jitter were uniform across cries. A trend analysis indica
that the significant effect of the jitter manipulation on t
distress, health, and feeling ratings was due to the sta
cally significant linear trend towards higher ratings for cr
with more jitter @distress: F(1,19)518.87, p50.0003;
health: F(1,19)55.93, p50.0249; feeling:F(1,19)56.31,
p50.0212#. Although the main effect of jitter did not inter
act with cry in any rating scale, in the linear analysis t
linear trend interacted with cry for the distress ratings o
@F(5.52,104.97)53.16, p50.0084#, indicating that the lin-
ear effect was not uniform across cries for this rating sc
Separate linear analyses of the distress ratings for each
~with the Bonferonni adjustment! showed a significant linea
trend for the ratings of cries 2, 7, and 8.

Surprisingly, the effects of risetime-P and risetime
were very small. In addition, the effects of risetime-P we
never statistically significant and the effects of risetime
failed to show the expected trend. No clear global effect w
seen in the risetime-P ratings, but several cries showe
small trend one way or the other. For some cries shorter
time led to higher ratings, whereas for others longer r
times led to higher ratings. Similarly, the effects
risetime-T failed to show a uniform pattern. The fact that t
effect of risetime-T was statistically significant in the feelin
and distress conditions does not lend itself to a meanin
interpretation, in that the rating function for risetime-T
nonmonotonic. No significant linear trends were found
the ratings in the rise time manipulations.

Given these main effects and interactions of the vari
manipulations, it is reasonable to assess the extent to w
any conclusions might be generalizable to infant cry perc
tion in general. Treatment of the cry factor as a fixed-effe
factor in the ANOVA only permits an inference of signifi
cance of reliable effects for the particular items~the natural
original cries! that were used. Because the cries were cho

FIG. 2. Variation of ratings of individual cries with level of acoustic m
nipulation of pitch~relative to original pitch of natural cry! in experiment 2
in the distress rating scale. The errors bars show standard errors.
3730 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997 A.
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so as to cover a wide perceptual range, and because
acoustic characteristics are typical of clearly phonated
quite diverse cries within that class, we can assume that
constitute a representative sample of all or at least of
most clearly phonated cries of comparable duration. We
then test the significance of the effects of the acoustic m
nipulations with cry considered a random factor. To do th
we used the method of Quasi-F ~Myers, 1979, pp. 188–192!
to calculate the appropriate denominator terms and deg
of freedom. The results are shown in Table V. Note that
effect of the pitch manipulation is significant in all cond
tions, and that of the jitter manipulation is significant in tw
of the four conditions, namely distress and health. It wo
then seem that the effects ofF0 are generalizable across crie
for all rating scales, but only for ratings of distress and hea
in the case of jitter. Inasmuch as the results of the fix
effects analyses for rise time were inconclusive, there w
little point in performing this analysis for the risetime-P an
risetime-T conditions.

IV. DISCUSSION

Fundamental frequency has long been hypothesize
affect perception of infant cries, both in a graded manner~as
defined in the introduction! and in a discontinuous manne
~as defined by the modes of infant cry phonation!. Here we
confirmed the graded effect with a manipulation in a const
context, the causal nature of which constitutes an impro
ment in methodology over that found in correlational studi
In addition, we have shown that jitter has similar~if smaller!
perceptual effects that have not been emphasized in the
erature and need to be further investigated. Finally, we h
been unable to provide evidence for perceptual effects of
time, although descriptions of cries in the literature mig
have led one to expect such effects. In the following
elaborate on the details of these findings and on their sig
cance, in the context of the methodology we have used.

A. Gradedness

The main issue motivating this study was wheth
graded differences in particular acoustic features in a c
stant acoustic context would give rise to graded percep
responses. The linear relation found between cry ratings
fering only to a small degree in meanF0 or jitter unequivo-

TABLE V. Results of the significance tests for the main effects of acou
manipulations of pitch and jitter in experiment 2 with cry treated as a r
dom factor.

Acoustic
manipulation

Rating
scale

Mixed-model analysis

Quasi-F adj. d f p

Pitch Urgency 9.48 4,26 ,0.001
Distress 7.59 4,22 ,0.001
Health 4.70 4,23 ,0.01
Feeling 7.42 4,21 ,0.001

Jitter Urgency 0.93 3,16 .0.25
Distress 7.19 3,20 ,0.005
Health 4.15 3,21 ,0.025
Feeling 2.53 3,9 .0.10
3730Protopapas and P. Eimas: Acoustics and infant cry perception
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cally supports the notion of gradedness in infant cry perc
tion, inasmuch as a range of acoustic variability was sho
to map onto a range of perceptual variability. This notion
gradedness has also been extended to temporal featur
Zeskindet al. ~1992, 1993!, who found that cry bouts with
shorter expirations and with shorter pauses between ex
tions were given higher negative ratings.

However, nongraded aspects of infant cry percept
have also been reported and must temper our conclusion
the pervasiveness of graded infant cry perception. For
ample, Wiedenmann and Todt~1990! asked listeners to re
spond to recorded infants’ cries when they felt ‘‘empha
being expressed in the vocalizations’’ or when they wo
‘‘get up to soothe the infant in a real life situation’’~p. 181!.
They found that their subjects’ responses, indicating high
aversiveness, were clustered at particular points in the c
and were not uniformly distributed. It would be hard to a
cribe that finding to graded perception; a more likely exp
nation is that a more or less discrete acoustic parameter,
onset of dysphonation or ‘‘biphonation,’’ was causing t
abrupt changes in behavioral response~cf. Gustafson and
Green, 1989, regarding separate treatment of phona
modes!. Furthermore, the issue of gradedness cannot be
amined independently of physiological and social factors t
are active in the determination of the cry signal~Lester and
Boukydis, 1992!.

B. Fundamental frequency

The present findings on the perceptual effects ofF0 are
in general agreement with those in the literature, showin
shift to more negative ratings as the meanF0 increases. The
effect is highly significant, and although it may seem sm
it should be borne in mind that pitch periods were altered
at most plus or minus 10%. The fact that the effect of
pitch manipulation was not uniform across all cries indica
that there are other acoustic attributes, as yet unknown,
take precedence in determining the overall quality of the c
or that counter or neutralize theF0 manipulation. Also, in
our manipulation, although the highest-pitched version
one cry was often higher pitched than the lowest-pitch
version of another cry, their perceptual ratings rarely cross
i.e., the effect of changes inF0 was relative to the particula
cry and not to the absolute value ofF0 . As illustrated in Fig.
2, the ratings of different cries were well separated, each
series occupying a small region within the available rat
space.

One reason that the ratings of each series of cries ten
to cluster together might be that subjects tried to be con
tent by remembering the cries. Some subjects reported
they thought they heard only a few cries, and were trying
give the same rating to the ‘‘same’’ cry. Admittedly, crie
that only differ in F0 by 5% sound very similar. In fact
unless heard in succession, they might well sound ident
and, consequently, if subjects were trying to be consist
the effect would be a flattening of the rating curves. The
fore, the criticism of Zeskind and Huntington~1984! that
within-subject designs may accentuate unreliable percep
differences would not apply to our study because of the p
ceptual similarity between the items and the tendency of
3731 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997 A.
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teners to be consistent. The fact that the effect of pitch
nonetheless clear for a number of cries and highly signific
demonstrates that it is indeed robust.

As noted, this finding corroborates the findings fro
correlational studies that higher-pitched cries are percei
as being more aversive. Furthermore, by using smallF0

ranges, we can address the point brought up by Gusta
and Green~1989! about the perceptual importance ofF0 be-
ing small whenF0 does not vary much. The overall subje
tive quality of each cry series did not change between v
sions with different mean pitch because the alterations w
very small, so it cannot be the case that the perceptual
ferences we found were due to perception of resynthes
cries differing only in pitch as belonging to distinct cry type
~i.e., cries that distinctly differ in their perceived quality!.
Furthermore, acoustic variables that may, in natural cries
intrinsically coupled withF0 ~such as spectral energy distr
bution! were kept constant, to the extent possible. Thus
observed effect shows clearly thatF0 can have a direct
gradual perceptual effect, independently of other parame
albeit not for every cry.

Although it has long been accepted thatF0 is perceptu-
ally salient, it was not previously possible to distinguish b
tween the possibility that other parameters, related toF0 ,
were responsible for the observed correlations, and the
sibility that F0 was directly perceived as a cue to cry ave
siveness. Our study shows that small changes inF0 alone
can give rise to significant perceptual differences, althou
there are probably other acoustic parameters that are as
portant or perhaps even more important in defining the ov
all aversive quality of a cry. We are therefore providing d
rect support both for Gustafson and Green’s contention
F0 is not the most important acoustic determinant of p
ceived cry aversiveness and for their suggestion that the
ceptual effects ofF0 might be statistically significant in a
larger ~or, as in our case, better controlled! cry sample.

C. Jitter

Similar conclusions with regard to gradedness may
drawn regarding the effect of jitter. Cries only differing by
small amount of jitter are difficult to discriminate, and thu
subjects’ striving for consistency would again have work
against our hypothesis and may have been the cause o
reduction in reliable effects when cries were taken to b
random variable. The trend for higher~more negative! rat-
ings to cries with more jitter serves to strengthen a point
evolutionary adaptation of the mother–infant communicat
system. If jitter is indeed correlated with particular disorde
of the nervous system or other indices of need for spe
treatment, our auditory system may have naturally evolve
incorporate jitter into the set of perceptually salient acous
features of infant crying. Given recent findings on the pote
tial value of jitter analysis for diagnostic purposes~Hirsch-
berg, 1990; Mendeet al., 1990! and on the correlation ofF0

variability with the short-term affective state and with th
long-term dispositions of infants~Fitch et al., 1992!, there
are many issues related to jitter that are worth investigat
It remains to investigate, for example, what kinds of jitter a
3731Protopapas and P. Eimas: Acoustics and infant cry perception
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present in natural cries and how each kind correlates w
production physiology and with perceptual judgements us
our current methodology.

Notably, we discovered during pilot experiments that
ter failed to show a perceptual effect when the stimuli w
presented through headphones. In fact, subjects were un
to discriminate cries with different amounts of jitter whe
they heard them through headphones, but could perform
task relatively easily when the same stimuli were presen
over a loudspeaker. This finding is not surprising in the lig
of similar findings by Wildeet al. ~1986! on the perception
of jitter in synthesized speech. On the basis of those res
it is now becoming common practice by researchers who
synthetic voice stimuli to prefer loudspeaker presentation
headphone presentation~e.g., Hillenbrand, 1988; Milenk-
ovic, 1993!. Wilde et al. ~1986! attributed this perceptua
effect to reverberation, which is present in free-field pres
tation ~i.e., speakers! but not through headphones. Little
known about other possible differences between the
modes of presentation, but this study shows that jitter pla
role in cry perception and appears to be affected by pre
tation mode. We thus suggest that cry perception exp
ments involving synthetic stimuli should be performed us
loudspeakers rather that headphones, particularly if jitter p
ception is of interest.

D. Rise time

As for the effects of rise time, we were surprised to fi
that they were small and in most cases not statistically
nificant. Although informal listening showed that cries d
fering in rise time sounded quite distinct, it appears that t
kind of difference carries little or inconsistent informatio
about the infant’s state. We suggest that rise time might o
be correlated with the indicators of cry aversiveness and
a determinant of aversiveness by itself. Certainly, further
search is necessary to resolve the issue.

E. Stimulus naturalness and LPC

Finally, we briefly discuss the merits of our resynthe
method for perceptual investigations. The correlation of
ratings of the original natural cries with the ratings of t
resynthesized cries, in conjunction with the results of exp
ment 1, shows that resynthesized cries retain the acou
properties of the natural cries of infants. They capture w
the aversive character of the cry in that the ordering of c
by human listeners in all four rating scales is preserved in
resynthesized cries. Consequently, an acoustic feature
affects perception of resynthesized cries toward higher
lower ratings can be reasonably assumed to affect percep
of natural cries in a similar manner and we feel confiden
concluding that the trends in rating differences caused by
acoustic manipulations would be nearly the same with na
ral cries ~were it possible to obtain cries with comparab
acoustic properties!. The fact that our synthetic stimuli wer
nearly indiscriminable from natural cries~experiment 1!
serves to strengthen this conclusion.

The naturalness of synthetic stimuli is an important
pect of perceptual studies, often overlooked in previous
3732 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 6, December 1997 A.
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search. The use of synthesized cries is not a panacea
investigations involving acoustic features; a host of comp
cations may interfere with the experimental manipulatio
As already discussed, major problems can arise from all
ing the formant frequencies to be scaled along withF0 . Nev-
ertheless, within the range of parameters we have stud
LPC has proved to be an adequate signal processing me
for constructing artificial cry stimuli~although, because o
the noisy character of the infants’ glottal excitation of t
vocal tract and of the nasality of most infant vocalization
the physical meaning of the LPC parameters is not as clea
it sometimes is in speech modeling!. The ability to separate
the quasi-periodic excitation component from the spec
shaping component according to the source-filter theory
speech~Fant, 1960; Lieberman and Blumstein, 1988! and cry
production~Golub and Corwin, 1985! is important in that it
allows almost independent control of many acoustic featu
and our study shows that the applications of LPC can
fruitfully extended into infant cry processing as it already h
in speech as well as in animal vocalization research.

However, it must be pointed out that LPC is probab
not the optimal method for studies like this. The depende
of LPC spectra onF0 and the inherent inability of LPC to
model correctly the nasality often present in infant cr
make selection of cry stimuli and estimation of process
parameters an involved trial-and-error process. Keeping
extent of the acoustical modifications small is critical to r
tain the naturalness of the resulting stimuli. In light of mo
recent advances in digital signal processing for speech
may be fruitful to explore the potential of time-domain pitc
synchronous overlap/add~PSOLA! methods~Moulines and
Laroche, 1995; Veldhuis and He, 1996! for F0 modification
of infant cries. As with LPC and any other speech process
methods, one must experimentally establish whether succ
ful application to infant cry signals is possible, because
the many acoustic differences between cries and speec
particular, the highF0 of infant cries may present problem
for PSOLA methods since, in a recent psychoacoust
evaluation of PSOLA with single-formant synthetic stimu
Kortekaas and Kohlrausch~1997! concluded that ‘‘distor-
tions introduced to signals with higher fundamental frequ
cies are expected to be more easily detectable’’~p. 2211!.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have found significant perceptual
fects of the fundamental frequency of the cries, or pitch, a
of its short-time perturbations, known as jitter. These fin
ings support the notion of infant crying being a graded sig
in the sense that gradual acoustic variation gives rise
gradually differing perceptual ratings. Our findings on t
role of rise time were inconclusive. With respect to o
methodology, we have showed that a digital signal proce
ing technique can be successfully applied to infant cry p
ception research by providing acoustically controlled art
cial cry stimuli that sound natural. By using this method it
possible to investigate the role not only of individual acou
tic features but also of their various combinations, and
examine the relationships between the mechanisms of
ception and production. Further research of this nat
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should improve our understanding of the communicat
function of infant crying, with important implications for de
velopmental research and parenting.
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1The maximum amplitude of each cry was individually adjusted during d
tal sampling to cover the available dynamic range.

2The terms ‘‘pitch’’ and ‘‘fundamental frequency’’ are used interchang
ably.

3A small amount of jitter was added to each period after scaling beca
some synthetic stimuli do not sound natural without jitter. The minim
amount necessary for each cry to sound natural was found by trial
error, and ranged between615ms and630ms. The same amount wa
added in all variants of each cry in the pitch and risetime manipulation

4The neutral cries are not always the closest to the natural ones becau
natural cries often contained more jitter than that in the neutral synth
ones, whose pitch contour was smoothed to minimize the jitter con
Therefore it was expected that neutral cries would be given on ave
lower ratings than the corresponding natural cries if jitter had the expe
perceptual effect. An additional reason concerns the fact that the spe
flattening of the most aversive sounding cries that is caused by noise
tation produced at the infant’s glottis cannot be perfectly accommodate
the LPC model with periodic excitation.

5Separate analyses for the between-subjects factors of sex and chil
experience~with cry and level being within-subjects factors! showed no
effect of experience@F(2,17),2, p.0.17#, but a significant effect of sex
@F(1,18).4.41, p,0.05#, with men giving higher ratings than women i
all conditions.
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